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Level 2 Economics, 2016
91224 Analyse economic growth 

using economic concepts and models
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Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Analyse economic growth using 
economic concepts and models.

Analyse economic growth in depth 
using economic concepts and models.

Analyse economic growth 
comprehensively using economic 
concepts and models.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–11 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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8

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.















 

Achievement exemplar for 91224 2016 Total score 08 

Q Grade score Annotation 

1 N2 

Part A. Both flows are identified. There is no explanation of their impact on growth. 
Effect on growth as being “good” is vague. 
Part B. Weak explanation using partial economics terms causing an increase in 
growth for income taxes. Incorrect explanation about government spending, also 
repeat of “good” impact on growth. 
Overall, no strong evidence of an economic explanation, impact on growth uses 
“good”; a non-economic descriptive. 

2 A3 
Both graphs are correct (in pencil). Explanation, with reference to graph 1, with errors. 
Explanation with errors for graph 2.  
Overall, two partial explanations with substantial errors, correct reference to graph 1. 

3 A3 

Part A. Graph correctly labelled and drawn. (In pencil). An explanation using reference 
to graph of real GDP decreasing. No detailed explanation of why AS curve shifts, so 
not at Merit depth. 
Part B. Correct identification / statement of a cost to workers (inflation) and benefit to 
workers (more jobs / money). Neither are explanations. No further evidence from the 
answer concerning government.  
Overall, an explanation with SOME correct statements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	   	  




